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§ 1. Introduction and problem setting
The aim of this paper is to investigate the behavior of values of linear
programming problems under some monotone variations of objective functions and constraints.
More precisely, let X and Y be real linear spaces paired under the bilinear
functional ((,))i, and let Z and W be real linear spaces paired under the
bilinear functional ( ( , ) ) 2 A (linear) program for these paired spaces is a
quintuple (A, P, Q, j 0 ? z0). In this quintuple, A is a linear transformation
from X into Z, P is a convex cone in X, Q is a convex cone in Z, γ0 is an
element of Y and z0 is an element of Z. The set S of feasible solutions for
the program and the value M of the program are defined by
S={xeP;

Ax-zoeQ},

and
M= inf {((*,7 o ) ) i ; χ € S }

if

Sφφ,

M= oo

if

S = φ,

where φ denotes the empty set.
Let us denote the weak topology on X by w(X, Y) and the Mackey
topology on X by s(X, Y) (cf. [2]). Let R be the set of real numbers and Ro
+
+
the set of non-negative real numbers. Let us define P and Q by
P+ = {γeY;((χ,
Q+={we

y))!>0

for all

xβP},

W\ ((*, w ) ) 2 ^ 0

for all

zeQ}.

We say that the program (A, P, Q, y 0? *o) is regular if A is w(X, Y)
— w(Z, W) continuous, P is w(X, F)-closed and Q is w(Z, ίΓ)-closed.
We shall investigate some relations between the sequence {Mn} of values
of programs (An, Pm Qm γn, zn) and the value M of the program (A, P, Q, j θ 3 ^o)
determined by any one of the following conditions:
(I)

An = A, yn = γo, zn = z0,
(LI)

PnCPn+1

and

P=\J Pm
71

1
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(1.2)

QnCQn-n

and

Q=\j <?»•
n =\

(II)

(III)
(IV)

(V)

Pn = P,Qn=Q,yn=yQ,
(II. 1) (AnΛl-An)(P)CQ
and {Anx} w(Z, ίF)-converges to Ax
for all x eX,
(II. 2) £w — zn+1 eQ and {*„} w(Z, fF)-converges to z0.
A = Λ Pn = P, Qn = Q, *n = Zθ,
> — > + i £ P + and {yn} w(Y, X)-converges to γ0.
An = A, γn = jo, Zn = zo,
(IV. 1)

P Λ + 1 CP»

and

(IV. 2)

ρ B + 1 Cft

and

»=1

Q=f\Qn
n

i

Pn = P,Qn = Q, γn = γ0,

(V. 1)
(V. 2)
(VI)

P=Γ\Pn,

( Λ - Λ + i ) (P) C<? and {^«Λ;} W(Z, ίΓ)-converges to
all Λ ; € I ,
£w+i — £w€(> and {^»} w(Z? ίΓ)-converges to z0.

^Λ;

for

Λ = Λ P, = P5 Qn = Q, Zn = Z0,
and {yw} w(Y, X)-converges to y0.

The above problems were partially studied by K. S. Kretschmer [ΊΓ].
Potential-theoretic forms of the above problems were investigated by
M. Ohtsuka [4] and M. Yamasaki [5; 6].
§ 2.

Preliminaries

For later use, we shall recall some results in [1], [3] and [&2Let A be a w(X, Y) — w(Z, W) continuous linear transformation from X
into Z in this section. We denote by A* the adjoint transformation. Namely
A* is a linear transformation from W into Y which is w(W, Z)—w(Y, X)
continuous and satisfies ((Ax, w))2 = ((χ, A*w))ι for all x GXand we W.
The dual program of the program (A, P, Q, y0, *o) is defined as the
program (A*, Q+, — P + , — z0, y0) for W and Z paired under 2 (( 5 )) and for Y
and Xpaired under 1 ((,)). Here the bilinear functional 2 ((>)) and i((,))
are defined by 2((w, ^)) = ((^, w))2 for all w e W and 2: e Zand i((j, x)) = ((Λ, J ) ) X
for all ye Yand » e l
The set 5* of feasible solutions for the dual program
and the value M* of the dual program are given by
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M * = s u p {((*<>, w))2; weS*}

if

S*φφ,

Λί*=-oo

if

S* = ψ.
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We have
l . υ It is always valid that M* <. M. If the s(Z, W)-interior
Q° of Q is nonempty, if there exists % eP such that Ax — z0 eQ° and if M is
finite, then M=M* = ((zo> w))2 for some W£L 5*.
We say that a program (A, P, Q, j 0 , *o) is a finite (linear) program if X,
Γ, Z and W are finite dimensional Euclidean spaces, ((, ))i and ((, )) 2 are
usual inner products and P and Q are polyhedral cones. We have
PROPOSITION

2.2) Assume that (A, P, Q, j 0 , ^o) is a finite program.
M<oo or M * > - c o 5 then M=M* holds.
We shall use the following separation theorem.
PROPOSITION

If

3. 3) Let K and F be convex sets in X and assume that the
s(X, Y)-interior K° of K is nonempty and Fr\K° = φ. Then there exists a
non-zero y 6 Y such that
PROPOSITION

for all u^Fand

%e.K.
§ 3. The case where Mn^>Mn+ι

Let us define Sn by
Sn = {x ^ Pu AnX — Zn G Qn}
First we shall prove
THEOREM

1.

Assume that yn —yo for all n and that SnCSn+ιCS

SC \J Sn (the w(X, Y)-closure of \J Sn).
PROOF.

Mn^Mn+i^M

and

Then it is valid that lim Mn = M.

By our assumption that SnCSn+ιCS
and yn = j θ 5 we have
and lim Mn^>M. We show that lim Mn<^M in case M<co.

Let r be any number such that M < r. There exists % E S such that
((#, jo))i<^ For any ε>0, there exist M0 and £ such that # £ 5Wo and
;? yo))i + ε. Then

1) See [3] for the case of regular programs and [6] for the present case.
2) [3], p. 230.
3) [1], Proposition 1, p. 71.
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for all n^nQ,

and hence lim Mn<r + ε. Letting first ε-^0 and next r-+M, we

obtain the desired inequality.
COROLLARY.

/ / condition (I) is fulfilled, then lim Mn = M.
W->oo

OO

PROOF.

By condition (I), we have SnCSn+ι

and S=\J Sn.
n=ι

Next we assume condition (II). By the relation

we see that SnCSn+i and Mn^>Mn+ι. If Q is w(Z, JF)-closed, then for any
x E Sn, {Anx — zn} w(Z, ^-converges to Ax — zo£Q, so that SnCS and
0 Sn C S. It is not always valid that SC\J SH.
We shall prove
THEOREM 2. Assume that condition (II) is fulfilled and that Q is w(Z, W)closed. If Q° Φφ and PΓ\A~1(z0 + Q°)Φφ, then it is valid that UmMn = M.

PROOF.

By Theorem 1, it is enough to show that SC\J Sn.

Let

n =\

xξ.PίλA^izQ
7i = l, 2, . . } .

+ Q0) and let C be the convex hull of the set {Anx — zn;
If Cr\Q°=φ, then there exists wφO such that

for all ueC and v£Q by Proposition 3. Since Q is a convex cone, we
see easily that w^Q+ and ((u, w>))2^0 for all ueC.
It follows that
((Anx — zn, w))2<:0 for all n, and hence ((Ax — z0, w))2<,0. This is a contradiction. Therefore Cr\Q° φφ. There exist a finite subset / of natural numbers
and positive numbers {t{ ί€zj} such that

Let m be an integer such that m ^> ΐ for all i e J.
Amx — zm=

Then by the relation

Σ ti(AiX — zi)+ Σ ί, ( ^ w ^ — ^ , Λ ) + Σ ti(zi — zm)

i*Ξj

i^J

i^J

oo

we

have

J m £ — zmeQ°

and £ 6 V7 SΛ.

Thus we

have

shown

n=ι

PίΛA-1(z0 + Q°)C\J Sn. Let x£ 5 and tβR, 0<t<l.

Then we have

that
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and hence χt<Ξ\J Sn.
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Letting £->0, we conclude that x 6 \J Sn, which com-

pletes the proof.
Finally we are concerned with condition (III).

We have

THEOREM 3. Assume that condition (III) is satisfied.
that lim Mn = M.

Then it is valid

W->oo

PROOF.
We have Sn = S and we may assume that Sφφ. Let M(y) =
inf {((*, j ) ) i ; « e S } . Then Mn = M(yn) and M=M(y0). Since yn-γn+i
£?+ and
+
+
P is w(F5 X)-closed, we have yn — yoβP
and Λf(y Λ )^Λf(j Λ + i)^M(j 0 ).
Since M(y) is w(F5 X)-upper semicontinuous, we have M(yo)^> lim M(yn).

Thus we have lim M(yn) = M(y0).

§ 4. The case where Mn<.Mn+ι
In this section we always assume that the program (Λn, Pn, Qm yn, zn) is
regular for each n. It follows that the set Sn of feasible solutions is w(X, Y)closed.
oo

It is easily seen that condition (IV) implies that Sn C Sn+ί C S and
If condition (VI) is fulfilled, then Sn = S for all n and Mn<LMn+i.
condition (V). Then by the relations

S=f\Sn.
Assume

Anx — zn = (An+ι% — zn+ι) + (Anx — An+1x) + (zn+i — zn),
(An-A)

(P)CQ

and

zo-zneQ,
oo

we have SCSn+ιCSn.
Anx — zneQ for all n.
hence x e S.
Thus we have
THEOREM

SCSn+1CSn,

Let us assume that x€f\Sn.

Then xeP

and

Since Q is w(Z, ίΓ)-closed, we have Ax — zoeQ

4. Any one of conditions
S= A Sn and

(IV), (V) and (VI) implies

and

that

Mn^Mn+1<M.

We remark that any one of conditions (IV), (V) and (VI) does not necessarily imply that lim Mn = M. This will be shown by examples in §5 below.
We shall investigate some criteria which assure that lim Mn=M.
oo

THEOREM

5. Assume that yn= y0 for all n, that SCSn+ι C Sn and S= A Sn

and that there is an n0 such that Sn is nonempty and w(X, Y)-compact.

Then
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it is valid that lim Mn = M.
PROOF.
Since SCSn+iCSn
and yn = y0, we have Mn<,Mn+1<^M and
lim Mn<=M. It is enough to show that lim Mn^>M in case lim Mn< oo. Let

r be any number such that lim Mn<r.

For each n, there exists Λ ^G 5 W such

that ((#„, J O ) ) I < r Obviously Λ;W G 5W(J for all n^>n0. By our assumption that
SWo is w(X, Γ)-compact, there exists a w(X, Γ)-convergent subsequence of
{χn}. Denote it again by {χn} and let x be the limit. Since Sm is w(X, Y)closed and χne Sm for all n~^>m,we have A;e Sm. By the arbitrariness of m,
we have Ϊ G 5 and

By the arbitrariness of r, we obtain the desired inequality.
Next we shall prove
6. Assume that γn= γ0 e (P + )° (the s(Y, X)-interior of P+) and
that any w(X, Y)-bounded set in P is relatively w(X, Y)-compact. If condition
(V) is fulfilled, then lim Mn — M.
THEOREM

n-*<χ>

PROOF.

It is enough to show that lim Mn ^ M in case lim Mn<oo.

Since

+

γoe P , we haveM w ^>0. There exists χne Sn such that ((#„, j o ) ) i < ^ + l A
For any j e Y, there is ε>0 such that yo±eye (P + )°. Since Λ;WE P, we have

so that
I ((^», y)) 11< (M,, + l/τι)/ε ^ (lim Mw + l)/e.
Namely {Λ;Λ} is w(Z, 7)-bounded. By our assumption, there exists a w(X, Y)convergent subsequence of {χn}. Denote it again by {χn} and let x be the
limit. It follows from the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 5 that
x € 5. Therefore we have
)1<:iim Mn.
This completes the proof.
Let us denote

If any one of conditions (IV), (V) and (VI) is satisfied, then S*CS$+1 and
M'* <J M^+!. We prepare
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LEMMA
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1. Assume that the program (A, P, Q, j 0 , *o) is regular and that
oo

any one of conditions (V) and (VI) is fulfilled.

If S* = \J S* (the w(W, Z)-

closure of \J S*), then lim Λf* = Aί*.
Since M*<^M£+1 <^M*, it suffices to show that lim M * ; > M * in

PROOF.

case M * > — oo. Let r be any number such that M*>r. There exists we S*
such that ((zo, w))2>r. For any ε>0, we can find n0 and w such that we 5*
and ((znQ, w))2>r — e. It follows for each n^>n0 that

and hence lim M*>r — ε. By letting first ε->0 and next r->M*, we obtain the
desired inequality.
2.

LEMMA

Assume that Mn<LMn+ι<.Mand

limM* = M. Then limMn = M.

Since M*<^Mn by Proposition 1, we have

PROOF.

M= lim M* ^ lim Mn ^ Λf.
W->oo

»-> oo

We shall prove
7. Assume that the program (A, P, (^5 Jo, ^o) is regular and that
(P )°φφ and Q+r\A*-1(y0-(P+)ΊΦΦ>
If any one of conditions (V) and
(VI) is fulfilled, then it is valid that lim Mn = M.
THEOREM

+

By the dual statement of Theorem 2, we have S* = \JS*, so that

PROOF.

n=\

lim M* = ikf* by Lemma 1.

Since M=M* by the dual statement of Proposi-

tion 1, our assertion follows from Lemma 2.
THEOREM
W

^\J

8.

Assume that condition (IV) is fulfilled and that there exists

Qn such that yo — A*we \J (Pw+)°. Then it is valid that lim Mn = M.
We have

PROOF.

limΛf* = 77i*= sup {((20, w)) 2 ; we C and γ0 — A*weD},
n

where C=\JQ+ and D=\J P+ (cf. the corollary of Theorem 1). If there
n=\

n=ι

exists we C such that γ0 — A*we D° (the s(Y, X)-interior of D), then we have
m* = M by the dual statement of Proposition 1, since D+ = P and C+ = Q by
condition (IV). By means of Lemma 2, we complete the proof.
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Finally we have
THEOREM 9. Let (An, P w , Qm ym zn) be a finite program and assume that
An — A for all n and condition (V) is fulfilled. Then it is valid that lim Mn = M.
«->oo

By Theorem 4, we have Mn<,Mn+ι<^M. It is enough to show
that lim Mn^>M in case limM«<oo. It follows from Proposition 2 that
PROOF.

S*φφ.

LetM*(z) = suv{((z,w))2;weS*}.

by Proposition 2.

Then M*(zo) = M and M*(zn)=Mn

Since M*(z) is w(Z, JF)-lower semicontinuous, we have
lim Mn= lim M*(zn) :>M*(z o ) = M.

This completes the proof.
§ 5.

Counter examples

We shall show by examples that any one of conditions (II), (IV), (V) and
(VI) does not necessarily imply that lim Mn = M.
n—>co

For a compact interval F in the real line, let M(F) be the totality of
Radon measures of any sign on F, M+(F) be the subset of M(F) which consists
of non-negative Radon measures, C(F) be the totality of finite real-valued
continuous functions on F and C+(F) be the subset of C(F) which consists of
non-negative functions. Denote by Sμ the support of μe M(F). We always
assume that the real linear spaces M(F) and C(F) are paired under the
bilinear functional ((,)) defined by

feC(F).
n

We also assume that two ^-dimensional Euclidean spaces R are paired under
the bilinear functional defined by the ordinary inner product. Denote by RnQ
n
the positive orthant of R .
First we give
1. Let X= Y=Z= W=R\ P=Q = R20, yo = (l, 0) and * 0 = (l, 0).
χ2)eX, define An% and Ax by

EXAMPLE

For x = (xu

Ax — (xι + x2, 0).
Consider the programs (Am P, Q, y0, z0) and (A, P, Q, y0, ^o) Then
(Λn+i — An) (P)CQ and {Anx} converges to Ax.
It is easily seen that

Mn = l>ΰ = Mϊoτ all n.
Kretschmer [3] gave
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EXAMPLE 2.

Let

P = [0, 1], Z = C(F\

Q = C+(F), γo = l and (Ax) (t) = xt.

W = M(F),
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X=Y

= R,

P = R0,

Define {*„} QZhy

zn(t) = mm (t,

(l-t)/(n-l)).

Then zn — zn+ιeQ and {zn} w(Z, JF)-converges to ^ 0 = 0. Let us consider the
programs (A, P, ρ, y0, *») and (A, P, ρ, y0, *<>). It is shown that Mn = l>0 = M
for all n.
Examples 1 and 2 show that condition (II) does not always imply that
lim Mn = M.

Next we give
Let F = [ - l 5 1], X=M(F), Y=C(F), Z= W=R\ P=M+(F),
= — min(/ 5 0), zo = ( — 1, 0) and let

EXAMPLE 3.

for ^ e X.

Define ρ w and ρ by
Qn={(*uZ2); ^ i ^ 0 ,

^2^0

and

Q =

It is clear that Qn+iCQn and Q = Γ\Qn> Consider the programs (A, P, Qn, γ0,
n=\

^o) and (A, P, ρ, j
EXAMPLE 4.

θ 5

*o). We have Mw = 0 < l = Mfor all n.

Let F = [ - l 5 1], X=M(F\ Y=C(F), Z= W=R,Q = R0, yo(t)

= — min (ί, 0), £ 0 = 1 and let ^4/x = \\t\dμ.

Pn={μeM
P

+

Define Pn and P by

(F); SμCL-1, 1/^]},

={^JI
oo

It is clear that Pn+ιCPn and P = A Pn- Consider the programs (A, Pm ρ, yθ3
^o) and (A, P, ρ, j θ 5 *o). Then it is valid that Mn = 0<l = Mίoτ all n.
Examples 3 and 4 show that condition (IV) does not necessarily imply
that li
EXAMPLE 5.

zo = l.

Let X=Y=R\

Z=W=R,

P=Rl

Q = R0, yo = (l, 0) and

For x = (xu x2)^X, define Anx and Ax by
Anx = xχ+ x2/n

Then (An — An+ι)(P)CQ

and

^4Λ; = Λ;I.

and {^»A;} converges to Ax.

Let us consider the
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programs (An, P, Q, yOy z0) and (A, P, Q, y0, zQ).
Mfor all n.

It is easily verified that

6. Let ^ = [ - 1 , 1], X=M(F)9 Y = C(F),Z= W=R\
Ro, yo(t) = —mm(t9 0) and let
EXAMPLE

G
Define {zn}CZ

P=M+(F),

l

by

Then zn+1 — zneQ and {zn} converges to * 0 = (l, 0).
Consider the programs {A, P, Q, y0, z») and (^4, P, (?, j θ 5 ^o). Then we have
Mw = 0 < l = Mfor all n.
Examples 5 and 6 show that condition (V) does not always imply that
lim Mn = M.
«->oo

EXAMPLE

7.

Let F = [ 0 , 1], X=M(F),

Q = R0, zo= —1 and Aμ= — udμ.

Y=C(F\

Z=W=R,

P=M+(F),

Defiine {yn} C Yhy

Then yn+i — yn 6 P + = C+(F) and {yn} w(Y, X)-converges to yo = O. Consider
the programs (A, P, Q, ym z0) and (A, P, Q, y0, z0). It is shown that
Mn=— l < 0 = Mfor all n. Namely condition (VI) does not necessarily imply
that li
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